ABSTRACT

THE EFFECTIVITIES OF FORESTRY EXTENTION IN BATUTEGI (The Case Study At Bina Wana Jaya II Gapoktan Datar Setuju Resort)

By
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The farmer groups (Gapoktan) of Bina Wana Jaya II is located in Batutegi KPHL Datar Setuju Resort of District Tanggamus. Bina Wana Jaya II farmer group was a farmer group in KPHL Batutegi, Tanggamus district at Datar Setuju resort. Most of livelihood in this area was a farmer. The aim of this research were to ensure the effectivities of forestry extension and describe the impact of community dynamics, community participation, extension tools and forest sustainability towards the implementation of forestry extension. The research was conducted in February-march 2015. The result stowed, the effectivities of forestry extension at Gapoktan Bina Wana Jaya II was effective enough with the determination effect coefficient about 43.83%. There are figured the factors that significantly towards effectivities of forestry extension. There are community participation, community dynamics and extension program.
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